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What a year it’s been!

Preparing an annual report is always a difficult exercise in consolidation, 
but for 2021-2022, the challenge has been immense.

We’ve been navigating the pandemic for more than two years now. And 
just like all of you, we have had to adapt, adjust and revamp. Nevertheless, 
none of Migraine Québec’s initiatives have been put on hold. 

For the past two years, Migraine Québec has been undergoing a process of 
professionalization of all its management sectors. The following are a few 
highlights:

• The expansion of our board of directors to include other areas of ex-
pertise, such as law and communications 

• The roll-out of our brand image, which now incorporates a uniform vi-
sual signature in all our communications media

• The stabilization of our financial resources through recurrent funding 
for Migraine Québec’s mission and operations from the Ministry of 
Health and Social Services through the Community Organization Sup-
port Program (Programme de soutien aux organismes communautaires 
(PSOC)).

• The consolidation of our human resources through the creation of a 
working committee on association policies and the hiring of two sala-
ried employees, one on the management team and one in activity and 
event organization.

• The implementation of structured organizational policies, such as a po-
licy on human resources and working conditions, a well-defined hiring 
process, etc.

• The expansion of our service offer to the migraine community: a new 
creative workshop, diversification of our webinars and conferences, 
production and dissemination of audiovisual materials, development 
of our social media platforms, increased presence in social networks, 
etc.

• Establishment of a patient advocacy committee

The numerous issues and challenges we will face in the coming  
year include: 

• Expanding our service offer, particularly with regard to advocacy

• Developing public awareness

• Consolidating our communications tools

In closing, I would like to thank the following people: our collaborators, 
financial backers, and partners, who all believe in us; our generous, 
committed volunteers; our dedicated permanent team members; and 
our executive director, who keeps us on track day after day and has 
succeeded in mobilizing the entire team during this most inspiring of 
years.

Through creativity, solidarity, and the power to act, Migraine Québec 
will rise to the challenges ahead in pursuit of its primary mission, which 
is to educate and support people living with migraine or headaches 
and help reduce their isolation.

Dr. Heather Pim, President
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As a non-profit association founded in 2014, Migraine Québec’s mission is to 
offer support and information to people throughout Québec living with mi-
graine or headache, as well as to their families and friends, to help them better 
manage their condition and overcome isolation.

The fiscal year began on April 1, 2021 and ended on  
March 31, 2022.

Community Life: 
1,200  active members 

58% increase over  
last year!
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Executive Committee

PRESIDENT
Dr. Heather Pim

Dr. Heather Pim is an assistant professor of neu-
rology at the Université de Montréal. Since 2017, 
she has been the director of the CHUM Headache 
Clinic and the president of Migraine Québec. Af-
ter completing a bachelor’s degree in psychology 
at Concordia University and a master’s degree in 
neuroscience at McGill University, she comple-
ted her medical studies at Université Laval. She 
did her residency in neurology at the Université 
de Montréal before pursuing headache and pain 
management training at McGill. She holds a cer-
tificate in medical education from the University 
of Cincinnati and has served as academic leader 
in the Department of Neuroscience at the Uni-
versité de Montréal since 2016. She has served 
on Migraine Québec’s board of directors since its 
founding in 2014.

SECRETARY 
Marie Pagé

Ms. Pagé has been a volunteer and a member of 
the board of directors since 2018. She started 
living with migraine in early adulthood and over 
time, her condition became chronic. She worked 
as a medical secretary at the CHUM for 35 years 
and is now retired. She understands the challen-
ges of working while living with chronic pain. She 
has experienced many difficult emotions related 
to her condition, but these have provided her with 
strong listening skills, as well as great empathy and 
compassion toward others. Her courage and de-
termination have led her to try various treatments 
and therapies without ever giving up. She believes 
strongly in the therapeutic effects of belonging  
to a group.

TREASURER 
Leona Heillig

As a founding member of the Montreal Assault 
Prevention Centre, Ms. Heillig has participated 
in every stage of the development and operation 
of a community organization. With a master’s 
degree in adult education, Ms. Heillig currently 
works as a visual arts teacher at several commu-
nity organizations and art schools. As the mother 
of a daughter who lives with chronic migraine, 
Ms. Heillig is keen to help improve the quality of 
life of those living with migraine.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Administrators

Laurence Bilodeau

Laurence Bilodeau is a digital strategist who 
joined Migraine Québec as a volunteer in January 
2022. Migraine entered Ms. Bilodeau’s life when 
she was in her early twenties. The impact of her 
migraine attacks on her performance at work and 
in sports made her want to better educate the 
general public on migraine and ensure information 
and services regarding migraine became more 

accessible, especially to young professionals. Ms. Bilodeau also intends  
to leverage her digital strategy expertise to promote Migraine Québec on 
digital platforms.

Marie-France Lemire

Ms. Lemire joined Migraine Québec as a volunteer 
in the spring of 2015. She has been living with 
migraine since the age of nine and is now chronic. 
The chronic nature of her condition led her to se-
riously question the way she manages the disease. 
Like many others, she had to work through the 
multiple stages of grief before finally reaching ac-
ceptance. She is committed to educating migraine 

patients about their illness and hopes that one day, this information will be 
made available to episodic migraineurs on a systematic basis in order to re-
duce their risk of becoming chronic. She believes it is essential that people 
have access to support groups, which is why she is now the volunteer in charge 
of support services at Migraine Québec.

Karine Blais

Karine Blais is a Chartered Professional Accoun-
tant (CPA) who joined Migraine Québec in No-
vember 2021. Both Ms. Blais and her mother live 
with migraine. The disease became problematic 
for Ms. Blais when she was in her thirties, and she 
understands how complicated it can be to find any 
relief. She would like to contribute to Migraine 
Québec’s mission by helping ensure information is 

more readily available to and better understood by the people close to those 
living with migraine, as well as by their physicians. She also intends to put her 
20 years of management expertise to effective use for the association.

Geneviève Pharand

Ms. Pharand is a lawyer by training and has been a 
member of the board of directors since February 
2021. She has also been a member of Migraine 
Québec’s advocacy committee since November 
2020. She had her first migraine around the age of 
10. Thereafter, migraine manifested itself mainly 
as headaches and dizziness. When she was in her 
forties, her migraines worsened and became chro-

nic. The chronic nature of her condition led to a lengthy process of mourning 
and questioning. Ms. Pharand believes that education about the disease, me-
dication, diet, vitamins and minerals, stress management, and sleep and exer-
cise are essential to regaining a sense of control over the disease and one’s life.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE ASSOCIATION

Louise Houle

For the past fifteen years, Migraine Québec 
co-founder Louise Houle has been deeply in-
volved in the creation of a community that 
brings together people living with migraine or 
headache. Ms. Houle, who lives with chronic mi-
graine herself, is very familiar with the realities 
of the members of her community. She holds 
a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University 
of Massachusetts and has been the director of 
Migraine Québec since 2017. She collaborates 
with patient associations from around the  
world, thus increasing the organization’s inter-
national reach.
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STATISTICS

Facebook Page Private Facebook group

Likes

Increase

7,322

15%

Total reach 949 k

Organic reach per post 1,992

Engagement rate per post 131

Full viewings per video 
(95% or more)

32

MOST POPULAR

Post
Chronologie de la migraine 
[Migraine Timeline]

16 k  
views

Vidéo
Capsyko 

2.5 minutes  
of viewing time

FOLLOWER PROFILE

Statistics as of March 31, 2022

Members 

Increase

3,710

54%

Posts 3,482

Comments 52,401

PARTICIPANT PROFILE

88% Women 12% Men

82% Canada

9% Other countries

9% France

35-44  years  
of age (majority)

91% Women 9% Men

86% Canada

3% Other countries

10% France

More than  
100 cities

35-44  years  
of age (majority)

Members of Migraine Québec
1,200 

Active members
Increase 

58 %
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STATISTICS

YouTube

Other Social Media

Migraine Québec 
Website

Subscribers 

Increase

1,4 k

27%

Annual watch time 1,981 hours

MOST POPULAR

Video
Aura visuelle [Visual aura]

9,2 k  
views

Playlist 
GYROKINESIS® Method

524  
views

AUDIENCE PROFILE

Twitter subscribers 590

LinkedIn subscribers 149

Number of visitors

Increase

255,825

63%

Number of pages viewed  

Increase

435,451

47%

Average time spent per page

Increase

2 min. 40

33%

PAGES WITH THE MOST VIEWS

Les 7 types de migraine 
[The Seven Types of Migraine] 

10%

Home page 8%

Ce que vous devez savoir sur la migraine 
vestibulaire [What You Should Know  
About Vestibular Migraine]

7%

Migraine nocturne et traitements  
de crise [Nocturnal Migraine and  
Acute Treatments]

4%

Calendrier de la migraine  
[Migraine Calendar]

3%

Instagram

Subscribers  

Increase

1,078

35%

Posts 173

MOST SAVED POST

GREATEST REACH

Chronologie de la migraine  
[Migraine Timeline]

45 saves

Qu’est-ce qui cause la migraine? 
[What is migraine?]

825 people

FOLLOWER PROFILE

87% Women 13% Men

35-44 years  
of age (majority)

66% Women 34% Men

25-34 years  
of age (majority)

Newsletter

Subscribers

Increase

2,431

52%

Statistics as of March 31, 2022
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EDUCATION AND AWARENESS

Migraine Québec’s education and awareness initiatives are made available through our various platforms, including our news-
letter, our website, and our social media pages. In order to reach a wide audience, the content is presented in a variety of formats 
(text, visuals, and videos).

BLOGS

Once again this year, a few new bloggers joined our team. Through their 
posts, they share their own experiences with migraine or headache, 
helping to reduce feelings of isolation in other patients, who see them-
selves reflected in their stories. We thank each of them for their inva-
luable contributions to our association: Marie-Eve Branconnier, Alex 
DeSources, Maryse Loranger, Mélissa Mitchell, Claire S., Sara, and Kim V.

SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

In March 2022, two editors joined our team to enrich our website with 
new scientific articles. Émilie Bortolussi-Courval is a nurse clinician and 
a doctoral student in experimental medicine. Liz Ferland is a physio-
therapy technologist in a pain management clinic and holds a master’s 
degree in mental health with a certificate in chronic pain management. 
Pharmacist Patricia Poulin also occasionally posts informational ar-
ticles in plain language. Their contributions are valuable additions to  
our website.

Website

Marie-Eve Branconnier

Émilie Bortolussi-Courval

Liz Ferland

Alex DeSources

Kim V.

Claire S.

Maryse Loranger

Mélissa Mitchell

Sara

Patricia Poulin
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EDUCATION AND AWARENESS

TESTIMONIALS

In the summer of 2021, we sent out a request asking people to share 
their personal experiences with migraine or headache. In response, fif-
teen people wrote down their stories. These were posted on our web-
site in order to increase public awareness. The authors are Anne-Marie, 
Claudine, Nathalie Dagenais, Edith, Aude K., Katia, Olga Lalajelle, Laurie, 
Marika Lemay, B. Mathieu, Mélanie, Marie Pagé, Sara, Kim V., and Nacera 
Yagouni. Thank you for sharing your stories, which are greatly appre-
ciated by our community.

TRANSLATIONS
We wish to thank the following collaborators who have allowed us to 
translate certain web articles, thus helping to enrich our website: Mi-
graine.com, the American Migraine Foundation, Migraine Again and the 
Association of Migraine Disorders. Thank you also to our translators 
Frédéric St-Sauveur and Tania Grant, who contribute to the professional 
quality of our website.

Website
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EDUCATION AND AWARENESS

Social Media

BETTER UNDERSTANDING AND WELLNESS SEGMENTS 
(IN FRENCH)

Until December 2021, blogger Melissa Mitchell produced several short 
video vignettes on topics related to better understanding migraine and living 
better with the disease. The Mieux comprendre and Mieux-être segments are 
available on Facebook, YouTube and our website.

AWARENESS POSTS

The purpose of our awareness posts is to share reliable information and dis-
pel the myths that surround migraine. This year, Colm Alonso-Mullen took 
over the project and performed information retrieval functions. We thank 
him for his involvement.

THOUGHT OF THE DAY

Once a week throughout 2021, a thought of the day was suggested to our 
community. Through this initiative led by Maryse Loranger, we invited 
people to reflect on themes related to migraine or headache, such as ac-
ceptance, letting go, mindfulness, and the meaning we ascribe to living with  
this disease.

QUESTION OF THE WEEK

Our ever-popular question of the week allows the members of our 
community to express their views on various topics surrounding mi-
graine. Thank you to Caroline Martel and Julie Lebel, who generated 
the questions for the past year.

INFOGRAPHICS

New educational infographics are available on our social media pages 
and website. The content, which is presented in an attractive, easy-
to-read, downloadable format, features information on three topics: 
migraine in teens, migraine in children, and a comparison between mi-
graine and tension headache. Thank you to Maryse Loranger for this very  
relevant initiative.

SELF-CARE CAMPAIGN

This campaign, which took the form of positive statements, was held 
in the spring and summer of 2021. It encouraged the members of our 
community to take care of themselves and to treat themselves with 
kindness. Thank you to Julie Lebel for this initiative.
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EDUCATION AND AWARENESS

Special Projects

DIVERSITY PROJECT

In an effort to better represent the diversity of those living with migraine or headache in Québec, we col-
laborated with diversity consultant Nersa Dorismond. This initiative resulted in a series of five video seg-
ments (Midwin, Kerma, Nersa, Djimby, and Andrea and her mother Karen) and written accounts (Andrea, 
Kerma). This content gives a voice to individuals from cultural minorities who live with migraine. We also 
took the opportunity to update the photos featured in several of the popular articles on our website, 
so that our audience can more easily identify with our visuals. A warm thank you to Nersa Dorismond 
for her insightful guidance, to Djimby Sow for her help sharing our content on social media, to Maryse 
Loranger for her involvement in the project, and to Leona Heillig for coordinating it.

CAPSYKO

One of our major outreach and awareness initiatives this year was a collaboration with French rap ar-
tist Capsyko. This initiative resulted from a fortuitous coincidence, when Maryse Loranger happened to 
come across a text about migraine written by the artist. The chance meeting led to the creation of a slam 
poetry video that was recorded in France and filmed in Québec. We would like to thank Maryse Loranger 
for producing the video, Alexandre Giroux for shooting and editing it, Chantal Bourassa for starring in 
it, and Micael Ottomin, alias Capsyko, for his generosity and enthusiasm in participating in this project. 
We would also like to thank Lundbeck and Hill+Knowlton Strategies for their help with media relations. 
And finally, an additional thank you to Maryse Loranger, who gave an excellent interview on Caroline 
Stephenson’s radio show Les matins éphémères (CKRL 89.1).

EMERGENCY INFORMATION CARDS

On our website, we now offer an information card that will facilitate emergency 
room visits for many people in our community. The printable, wallet-sized cards 
allow their owners to record important information that will enable hospital 
staff to quickly begin treatment. Thank you to Maryse Bonsaint for her help 
with this project and to the moderators of the Partage Migraine Québec group 
for their helpful feedback.
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• Blogger and facilitator Mélissa Mitchell appeared on Rire sans tabous, a Noo-
vo program hosted by Jean-François Mercier. The episode was broadcast on 
December 22, 2021.

• Blogger and facilitator Maryse Loranger gave a live interview on Caroline 
Stephenson’s program Les matins éphémères on CKRL 89.1, which was 
broadcast on January 17, 2022.

• Migraine Québec is mentioned in Abigail Cukier’s article, “La collaboration est 
essentielle dans la gestion des migraines sur le lieu de travail” (Collaboration is 
Key to Managing Migraine in the Workplace), which is featured on the web-
sites of Innover QC and Châtelaine. The article has been online since January 
2022.

• Melissa Mitchell wrote an opinion piece for Le Soleil entitled “Le temps des 
Fêtes, ce n’est pas un cadeau quand on vit avec la migraine” (The Holiday Sea-
son is No Gift When You Live with Migraine). It appeared in the December 4, 
2021, edition.

• Dr. Heather Pim, a neurologist specializing in migraine and headache and the 
president of our board of directors, appeared on Matthieu Dugal’s program 
Moteur de recherche on ICI Première Radio-Canada. The episode was broad-
cast on November 25, 2021.

• Blogger Sylvie Hill contributed to an article in Québec Science entitled “Dans 
la tête des migraineux” (Inside the Migraine Patient’s Head), which appeared in 
the October/November 2021 issue.

• Blogger Marie-Eve Branconnier wrote an opinion piece for Le Presse entitled 
“Ne plus se sentir mal d’avoir mal” (Stop Feeling Bad for Feeling Bad). It has 
been online since September 6, 2021.

Thank you to Lundbeck and Hill+Knowlton Strategies for their help with various 
media appearances.

EDUCATION AND AWARENESS

Media Exposure

This year, members of the Migraine Québec team once again helped increase the visibility of migraine and headache in  
the Québec media. 
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A warm thank you to our valued collaborators, who support us in our various projects and share their best practices with us regarding campaigns, 
support groups, and other services:

• Migraine Canada
• La Voix des Migraineux
• Association québécoise de la douleur chronique (AQDC)
• Société Québécoise de la Fibromyalgie
• The Quebec Network of Student Researchers on Pain (RQECD) – PAINtalks
• The Centre of Excellence on Partnership with Patients and the Public (CEPPP)

EDUCATION AND AWARENESS

Other Collaborations

“SHADES FOR MIGRAINE” CAMPAIGN

In June 2021, Migraine Québec once again participated in this international campaign, which 
is organized by the Association of Migraine Disorders. This fun initiative consists in taking a 
selfie while wearing sunglasses and posting it on social media, to raise public awareness of the 
realities of people living with migraine.

PAINTALKS

In November 2021, Migraine Québec helped promote PAINtalks, an evening of lectures or-
ganized by the Quebec Network of Student Researchers on Pain. We also made a donation to 
the event.
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ADMINISTRATION, MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS

Professionalizing the Association

In 2021-2022, we continued to professionalize the association by hiring our first two employees (Louise Houle and Jenny Sundberg). We also adopted 
a human resources policy just before the end of the fiscal year. The board of directors grew by two new members. Migraine Québec is becoming 
increasingly well-equipped to continue to grow and to set its sights on an ambitious future.

The Team

COMMUNICATIONS, MARKETING, AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT

This year, consultant France Leblanc once again provided valuable assistance to 
Migraine Québec. As a specialist in non-profit organization management, she 
supported executive director Louise Houle in her functions. We thank France 
for sharing her expertise and judicious advice, as well as for her dedication to 
our cause.

PROJECT COORDINATOR

Our first project coordinator, Jenny Sundberg, joined 
us in December 2021. With a strong professional 
background in community work, Jenny coordinates 
our growing number of events, activities, and projects. 
She also helps our executive director with various 
tasks. Welcome to the team, Jenny.

WEB CONTENT EDITOR

After 15 months with our team, web content editor Pascale Poulin-Gagnon has 
completed her work term. Her main tasks were to update the articles and blogs 
on our website and to manage our social media pages. She also helped promote 
our various events and projects and is now collaborating with us on an ad hoc 
basis until a new editor is hired. Thank you for your contributions to Migraine 
Québec, Pascale.
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ADMINISTRATION, MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS

The Team

OTHER COLLABORATIONS

In the past year, graphic designer Audrey Guardia contributed to the develop-
ment of our social media pages by creating several visuals. We thank her for her 
flexibility and professionalism. We would now like to welcome Samuel Poliquin, 
who will be taking over the graphic design tasks for our association. Thank you 
also to our extraordinary webmasterJonathan Guay from 3ALogic for his conti-
nued patience, flexibility, and dedication, year after year.

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE

This year, Colm Alonso-Mullen, Leona Heillig, Sylvie Lalonde, Maryse Loranger, 
and Marie Pagé made up the Communications and Marketing Committee. Lau-
rence Bilodeau, a member of the board of directors, joined the group in January 
2022. France Leblanc coordinated the meetings of this fine team. Thank you to 
each and every one of you for lending your talents to Migraine Québec and hel-
ping extend our reach.

FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE

Thank you to the dedicated volunteer members of the fundraising committee 
who, along with the executive director, ensure the financial well-being of the 
association: Sylvie Lalonde, Marie Pagé, and Leona Heillig. Thank you also to 
Gérard Paquette, who was a member of the committee until June 2021.

ASSOCIATION POLICY WORKING COMMITTEE

Thank you to Geneviève Pharand, France Leblanc, and Sara, who are helping Mi-
graine Québec develop policies for the association, including human resources, 
harassment, telecommuting, and expense reimbursement policies, and who are 
enabling Migraine Québec to develop strong, credible governance practices.
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ACTIVITIES

GENTLE YOGA
Every Tuesday – an average of nine participants

In order to create a feeling of community amongst the participants, our 
weekly yoga sessions migrated from Facebook to Zoom. This new for-
mula also allows us to more accurately gauge the popularity of the ac-
tivity. From January to March 2022, a total of 92 people participated in 
10 yoga sessions. Thank you to Marine Buton for leading this much-ap-
preciated activity which contributes to the well-being of our community.

WEBINAR ON SELF-CARE AND RESILIENCE
June 5, 2021 – 46 participants

Psychologist and occupational therapist Dr. Rachel Thibeault hosted a 
webinar on the topic of “The Self-Care Protocol: A Resilience Tool for 
Migraine.” Participants learned about the mechanics of psychological 
resilience and discovered ways to mitigate the impact of migraine on 
their lives.

SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
June 17, 2021 – 22 participants at the SGM,  
21 participants at the AGM

The executive director of Migraine Québec and several active members 
met virtually to ratify the association’s new by-laws, review the annual 
report and financial statements, and appoint an auditor for 2021-
2022. Special thanks to guest kinesiologist Maryse Loranger, who 
introduced us to the GYROKINESIS® method during a short health 
break between the two meetings.
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ACTIVITIES

WEBINAR ON INTENTIONAL ACTIVITIES
December 2, 2021 – 74 participants

Following a very successful first conference, we invited researcher 
Rachel Thibeault to return for a second webinar on the theme of “In-
tentional Activities: Meaningful Activities to Promote Resilience in the 
Face of Migraine.” Participants were introduced to several tools ins-
pired by the latest research in neuroscience that they can use in their 
daily lives.

CREATIVE WORKSHOPS
Fall 2021 – an average of 11 participants

Les Rendez-vous avec soi is a program of six live virtual creative meetings 
facilitated by Mélissa Mitchell. Each meeting incorporates a specific 
theme and a particular creative approach and includes a meditation ses-
sion, a creative segment, and a group discussion. A total of 28 different 
participants took part in the program.

FILM: OUT OF MY HEAD
March 2022 – 195 viewings
March 31, 2022 – 27 participants

A discovery activity and screening of the American documentary film 
Out of My Head was held at the end of March 2021. The activity was 
conducted in two parts. First, participants had exclusive access to the 
film for seven days and could watch it at their convenience. Second, the 
week-long screening concluded with an informal evening discussion 
with co-director Susanna Styron and Dr. Heather Pim. Thank you to  
Michelle Cousineau, who moderated the discussion. 
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PATIENT ADVOCACY

Patient Advocacy Committee

This year, the Patient Advocacy Committee was composed of Julie Lepage (chair), Chantal Bourassa, Leona Heillig, Louise Houle, Maryse Loranger, and Ge-
neviève Pharand. Thank you for their valuable contributions. Over the past few months, the members of the group have carried out several projects aimed at 
improving access to migraine care and supporting people living with migraine or headache in their efforts to receive care.

APRIL/MAY 2021: ANTI-CGRP SURVEY

Thanks to pro bono support from MDAnalytics, we produced and dis-
tributed a survey to our community members from April 28 to May 17, 
2021. We received 258 responses. The reports generated by MDAna-
lytics then provided us with a highly informative snapshot of migraine 
patients’ level of access to anti-CGRP medications.

OCTOBER 2021: QUALITY-OF-LIFE SURVEY BY 
MIGRAINE CANADA

We collaborated with Migraine Canada to promote a quality-of-life sur-
vey for migraine patients. The initiative took place in October 2021, with 
results expected in the spring of 2022. We look forward to reading Mi-
graine Canada’s analysis, which will provide insight into the challenges 
and barriers facing the migraine community.

JUNE 2021: ADVOCACY IN FRANCE

We shared a petition on Facebook to support the French migraine com-
munity in accessing anti-CGRP treatments. The petition, which was 
hosted on the Change.org website, was initiated by a group of neurolo-
gists and addressed to the French government. We hope the participa-
tion of our Facebook followers had a positive impact on the campaign.

OCTOBER 2021: INNOVATIVE MEDICINES CANADA 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

On October 21, 2021, Migraine Québec was invited to sit on the Advi-
sory Committee of Innovative Medicines Canada. The purpose of the 
committee is to enable the participating pharmaceutical companies 
to consult patient and caregiver associations in order to identify and 
discuss our issues and concerns. Migraine Québec is represented on 
the committee by Geneviève Pharand, an administrator and member 
of our patient advocacy committee. The first meeting took place on  
November 30, 2021.

JULY 2021:

• We developed the job description for a contract advocacy coordina-
tor, who is to be hired in the fall of 2022.

• We made a submission to the INESSS for the drug Ajovy.
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PATIENT ADVOCACY

Patient Advocacy Committee

NOVEMBER 2021: LETTER OF SUPPORT FOR THE USE 
OF BOTOX

A group of family physicians filed a request with the Federation of Ge-
neral Practitioners of Québec for a specific code to provide injections of 
Botox to patients with chronic migraine. Our patient advocacy commit-
tee joined them by sending a letter to Dr. Louis Godin, the director of the 
federation, on November 25, 2021.

DECEMBER 2021: NOVARTIS THINK TANK MEETING

On December 9, 2021, executive director Louise Houle took part in a 
meeting in which a discussion was held with a small group of experts. 
The objective was to discuss the challenges and obstacles experienced 
by migraine patients, as well as possible solutions for overcoming these 
difficulties. We were able to provide the patients’ point of view during 
this discussion. The meeting was an initiative of Novartis.

MARCH, JUNE, NOVEMBER 2021: INVOLVEMENT IN 
THE INTERNATIONAL MIGRAINE COUNCIL (IMC)

The IMC is an international coalition of migraine patient advocates. 
Initiated by Novartis, this partnership arose from a collective commit-
ment to migraine patients and caregivers to improve the health status of 
migraine patients and provide an opportunity for patient organizations 
around the world to share best practices. Migraine Québec’s executive 
director Louise Houle has been a member since December 2018.
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SPECIAL COLLABORATIONS

Collaborations with AbbVie Canada,  
a financial partner of Migraine Québec:

ADVISORY PANEL FOR PEOPLE WITH CHRONIC 
MIGRAINE (2021)

We referred four members of our association to this initiative, to help 
AbbVie clearly understand the needs of people with chronic migraine 
and determine where it can help improve their experiences.

INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF ABBVIE GENERAL 
MANAGERS (JANUARY 2022)

An immersive session was held with migraine patients from several 
countries to ensure that the managers had a clear understanding of 
the issues faced by these patients in their daily lives. We recruited four 
members to represent the francophone community.

WOMEN’S BRAIN HEALTH CAMPAIGN (2021)

We supported MediaPlanet’s women’s brain health campaign, which 
was printed in Châtelaine FR and published online at  innoverqc.ca.

SHORT FILM ON MIGRAINE AWARENESS (2022)

We recruited and referred members of our association to contribute to 
this initiative.
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SUPPORT

SUPPORT GROUPS

This year, our support group meetings were once again held in virtual 
format on Zoom, which allowed people from all over Québec, as well as 
from abroad, to join us.

We simplified the registration process by setting up an electronic mai-
ling list. Support group subscribers now receive the login links directly 
by email, making it easier for them to join the meetings.

A warm thank you to Maryse Loranger, who devotedly moderated most 
of the meetings. Thank you also to Louise Breault, who occasionally ac-
ted as assistant, and to Geneviève Pharand, who led one meeting. 

2021-2022 Highlights

• 95 participants attended our virtual meetings

• 9 French meetings, 9 English meetings

• Between 3 and 11 participants at French meetings (average of 7)

• Between 2 and 7 participants at English meetings (average of 3)

NURSE CONSULTANT

After a one-year hiatus, our nurse consultant service resumed in April 
2022, with the return of our volunteer nurse Céline Lambert. Thank you 
to Catherine Plourde, who provided the service from February to April 
2021 by answering medical questions submitted by our community 
members through our website.
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SUPPORT

Partage Migraine Québec

DEMYSTIFYING MIGRAINE, ONE QUESTION AT A TIME

At the initiative of pharmacist, migraine patient, and Partage Migraine 
Québec participant Patricia Poulin, we launched a monthly call for 
questions on various topics related to migraine and headache. Patricia 
Poulin answered the most relevant of these questions for the benefit 
of all participants. The questions and answers are then converted into 
articles, which enrich our website. The objective of this project is to em-
power patients, provide them with reliable information, and help them 
take an active role in their treatment plans. The first call for questions 
took place on October 5, 2021. Many thanks to Patricia for this very  
informative initiative.

THE GROUP

The Partage Migraine Québec Facebook group is a private space where 
participants can chat with and support each other on a daily basis. 
The very popular Partage Migraine Québec community grew by 54%  
last year.

Thank you to those who shared the role of administrator over the 
past year, while awaiting the return of Marie-France Lemire: Maryse 
Bonsaint, Marie Pagé, and Louise Breault. Thanks also to our wonderful 
team of volunteers, who moderated the group meetings with dedication 
and care: Maryse Bonsaint, Louise Breault, ZC, Andrée-Ann Desbiens, 
Caroline Falardeau, Samuel Gagné, Lise Gallant, Marie-Christine Gra-
ton, Virginie Mailhot, Marie Pagé, Josée Paiement, Sylvie Pickering, and 
Mélanie Routhier.

Finally, a special thank you to Mélanie Routhier and another modera-
tor who wishes to remain anonymous, for diligently sharing a “positive 
moments” campaign. Mélanie Routhier also issued numerous reminders 
regarding the smooth functioning of the group.

Once again this year, Mélissa Mitchell led Ensemble vers soi to support 
our volunteer moderators. This activity provided a space for the mode-
rators to share their experiences and lend each other a sympathetic ear. 
Five talking circles were held on Zoom between May and July 2021.
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PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

Migraine Québec’s medical team furthers our association’s mission by providing training on migraine and headache to family 
doctors, pharmacists, medical residents, and other health care professionals.

Dr. Heather Pim,  
President and Neurologist

Dr. Pim is a neurologist specializing in migraine 
and headache at the CHUM. In general, Dr. Pim’s 
activities have remained stable over the past year. 
Despite the challenges of the COVID-19 pande-
mic, she has continued to deliver information ses-
sions on migraine diagnosis and management to 
family physicians once or twice a month. Over the 
past year, these sessions have been exclusively 
virtual. The upside is that this format has resulted 
in a greater number of participants, who may 
otherwise not have been able to attend. Dr. Pim 
also helped create several educational programs 
on the subject of migraine for physicians and 
other health care professionals.

To answer questions from our community, Dr. Pim 
created a video segment entitled “Dre Pim vous ré-
pond - Gérer les symptômes de la migraine” (Dr. Pim 
Answers your Questions – Managing Migraine 
Symptoms).

She also had the opportunity to increase migraine 
awareness, notably on ICI Première Radio-Ca-
nada on November 25, 2021. She discussed mi-
graine prevention on Matthieu Dugal’s program 
Moteur de recherche.

Dr. Liam Durcan,  
Neurologist and Medical Advisor

Dr. Durcan wrote several new articles for 
our website and performed medical edits of  
other texts.

Dr. Marzieh Eghtesadi,  
Doctor and Medical Advisor

Dr. Eghtesadi continued to educate health care 
professionals—both students and practicing 
physicians—on the topic of migraine. In 2021, 
she worked on an article about hormone ma-
nagement in migraine patients. The article is 
expected to be published in the June 2022 issue 
of Le Médecin du Québec. She also wrote a chap-
ter in a book on pain management (including 
migraine) in pregnant women for the Sainte-Jus-
tine Hospital. It too is expected to be published 
in 2022. In addition, Dr. Eghtesadi held a Face-
book Live event on the Migraine Québec page on  
September 30, 2021, to answer questions from 
our community members.
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COMMUNITY LIFE

Volunteers: The driving force of our association

Our association would not exist without the invaluable contributions of our volunteers. This year, 44 volunteers gave their time to 
Migraine Québec. Of these, 19 to 35 volunteers worked with us every month (with an average of 26). This includes the members 
of our board of directors (with the exception of our president).

Our volunteers provided a 
total of 3,471 hours of work 
this year, for an average of 

289 hours per month.  
 This includes the executive director’s volunteer hours.  

The hours of our physicians — Dr. Durcan, Dr. Pim, and Dr. Eghtesadi — 
were not included in the count.

2021 VOLUNTEER RECOGNITION PARTY

This year, our annual volunteer party was once again held online, with 11 
participants on Zoom on December 11, 2021. The theme was “celebra-
ting talent”: Each participant had the opportunity to share one of their 
passions with the others. We learned about many interesting projects. 
In addition, all Migraine Québec volunteers received a gift card from 
Pharmaprix to thank them for their invaluable contributions over the 
past year.
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COMMUNITY LIFE

Colm Alonso-Mullen, Laurence Bilodeau, Karine Blais, Maryse 
Bonsaint, Émilie Bortolussi-Courval, Chantal Bourassa, Marie-Eve 
Branconnier, Louise Breault, Yves Castonguay, Michelle Cousineau, 
Andrée-Ann Desbiens, Caroline Desbiens, Alex DeSources, Julie 
Dupont Lebel, Caroline Falardeau, Liz Ferland, Samuel Gagné, Violaine 
Gagnon, Chantal Gagnon, Lise Gallant, Marie-Christine Graton, Leona 
Heillig, Sylvie Hill, Louise Houle, Sylvie Lalonde, Annie Ledoux, Marie-
France Lemire, Julie Lepage, Maryse Loranger, Virginie Maillot Fournier, 
Caroline Martel, Mélissa Mitchell, Marie Pagé, Josée Paiement, Gérard 
Paquette, Geneviève Pharand, Sylvie Pickering, Catherine Plourde, 
Patricia Poulin, Mélanie Routhier, Kim V.

Thank you to our  
cherished volunteers 
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SINCERE THANKS TO OUR FINANCIAL PARTNERS

Thank you for being part of our growing team.
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